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The Builder's Interest in Insulation

"What about insulation?"

A few years ago such a question was almost unknown. Today it

is being asked in one form or another in connection with almost every

house planned, or offered for sale. What is the reason for this remark-

able interest in insulation on the part of the prospective home owner ?

There is nothing new about insulation. On the contrary, it has

been in use for many years and its function and advantages are well

understood in certain special applications such as in cold storage and
refrigerator construction, the insulation of roofs to prevent condensa-

tion, etc. The only new element in the situation is that home owners
have learned why most houses are too hard to heat in winter and too

hot in summer, and that this condition can be remedied by the appli-

cation to house construction of the same principle and materials so

long and effectively used in the industries. It is a perfectly logical and
practical development.

The serious attention now being given to the insulation of houses
is accounted for partly by the increasing cost of fuel which has forced

the question of heating economy into prominence; and partly by the

desire for a greater degree of comfort in the home and the increasing

knowledge of the factors necessary to attain it. For it cannot be
questioned that the man, or woman, who sets out today to build or

buy a house knows, far more than ever before, what he wants and how
to get it. He makes intelligent study of materials and methods and is

usually very well informed about nearly everything that goes into the

construction.

It is, therefore, more than ever necessary that the contractor and
builder be thoroughly familiar with every detail of house insulation,

not only that he may build the kind of house his clients want, but
that he may take full advantage of the economies effected by proper
insulation, such as the installation of a smaller heating plant, elimi-

nation of lath, etc.

Moreover, nothing is more certain than that the well-built house
of the future will be adequately insulated, and that the uninsulated
house will soon be classed with the "undesirables." It is far more to

the advantage of the builder to "swim with the current" than to

struggle against it.

Insulation is not a luxury. On the contrary, it is very reasonable
in cost and adequate insulation is well within the limits of every
house that is worth planning and building well, whether it cost

$10,000.00 or $50,000.00.
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Why Houses Need Insulation

If heat were visible and we could watch it on a winter day pouring
out through the walls and rising through the roof, there would be
no question in anyone's mind that something is certainly needed to
stop such waste. But heat is not visible, nor is there any practicable
way of separating the heat loss through the walls and roof from the
total loss. This can, however, be very accurately calculated from
known factors based on test results. From such calculations, it has
been established that approximately 55% of the total heat supplied
by the furnace passes off through the walls and roof of the average
home, the other 45% being dissipated unavoidably in air change and
from door and window surfaces. Of 20 tons of coal burned, the heat
from 11 tons is lost in this way through the construction. Under such
conditions it is obvious that a much larger heating plant and consider-
ably more fuel are required than would be needed if this 55% loss could
be materially lessened.

But heat waste and the expense it entails are not the only, and
perhaps not the most important, reasons why houses need insulation.
The man who buys or builds a home is looking first of all for comfort,
and it is in respect to comfort that the uninsulated house is most likely
to prove a disappointment. No matter how much heat is used in
winter, the walls and ceilings will be cold because they lose their
heat so quickly. And that means a drafty house; a house in which
doors must be kept closed from one room to another because it is not
uniformly heated; a house whose "warm side" and "cold side" are
determined by the direction of the wind. In summer, it is the house
with bedrooms like ovens, whose occupants sit outside far into the
night waiting for the upstairs to ' 'cool off.

'

' The cold house in winter
is the hot house in summer and for the same reason: lack of protection
from outside temperature.

We all know that heat travels more or less rapidly through the
materials commonly used in building a house—stone, concrete, brick,
slate, plaster, and lumber. The rate of flow varies, (see table on page 5)
being very rapid in all of these except wood, in which it is slower, but
still considerable. In other words, these materials are all relatively
good conductors of heat, and when used in construction, alone or in
combination, allow a considerable amount of heat to flow through
them from the warmer to the cooler side—outward in winter and
inward in summer.

In brief, houses need insulation for the simple reason that the
materials of which they are ordinarily built do not afford sufficient
protection from outside temperatures. Construction that is readily
penetrated by heat needs to be reinforced with some more resistant
material, which will so retard transmission that the walls and roof
will be virtually heat-poof. Houses need insulation because with it
they are better houses than without it—more comfortable in all
seasons, more economical of fuel, drier, quieter, and less drafty—
better houses to build, better houses to sell, and better houses to own
and live in.
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Armstrong s Corkboard, V/z-inches thick nailed to studding and joists.

Residence of Mr. C. W. Rice, Schenectady, N. Y.

John A. Pughy contractor

What Is Insulation?

The term "insulation" has been very loosely used. Broadly
speaking, it applies to those substances through which heat travels

very slowly as compared with its rate of flow through most materials;

that is, an insulating material is one having a very low heat conduc-
tivity. The term is necessarily relative, a good deal like "hard" and
"soft" as applied to wood. Maple is unquestionably hardwood and
hemlock softwood; others range between in all degrees. Similarly

(see the table below) copper and steel are good conductors of heat and
corkboard an excellent nonconductor, or insulator.

Copper 2547. to 2588. (Jaeger & Diesselhorst)

Steel 312.5 to 315. (Jaeger &: Diesselhorst)

Slate 10.37 (Lees & Chorlton)
Brick 5.22 (Wologdine)
Concrete 3.2 to 4.7 (Chas. L. Norton)
Hollow Tile. 3-65 to 3-96 (Willard & Lichty)

Wood (average) 1.02 (U. S. Bureau of Standards)

Armstrong's Corkboard. .... .304 (U. S. Bureau of Standards)

The conductivities are expressed as the number of B. t. u. (British

thermal units—the standard unit of heat quantity) which are trans-

mitted in one hour through one square foot of the material, one inch

thick, for one degree Fahrenheit difference in temperature between
the two sides.
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Insulating the roof of the Cincinnati home of Mr. Wm. P. Fosdick

with 2-inch Armstrong s Corkboard.

M. Y. Cooper, contractor

Sixteen Times
More

Insulation

It will be noted that the transmission through Armstrong's Cork-
board is only about one -sixteenth that of brick on the basis of equal
thickness, or in other words, an inch and a half of Armstrong's Cork-
board, the thickness generally recommended for residence walls, is

equal in insulating value to 24 inches of brick wall.

But there are other factors to be considered in addition to insu-

lating efficiency.

The thickness in which materials are furnished or intended to be

used must be taken into account. Heat flow for a given difference in

surface temperature varies inversely as the thickness, so that an inch
of a material has about four times as great insulating value as a quarter-

inch of the same material or of another having an equal factor of heat
conductivity. All comparisons, therefore, of materials from the stand-

points of efficiency and cost, must be made on the basis of equal thick-

ness. In no other way can you arrive at their relative values.

Structural practicability must also be considered equally with
insulating efficiency. For instance, it would be highly impracticable

on account of space, weight, and cost of material and labor to lay up 24
inches of brickwork for the sake of insulating value only equal to that

of an inch and a half of cork. Similarly with other materials: their

physical characteristics and suitability for house construction must be

given due weight along with whatever insulating value they may have.
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Structural Requirements

The essential properties which house insulation must possess in

addition to heat retarding value are as follows:

1. Ease of Erection—It must be capable of being erected in any

type of house with available labor and without involving material

changes in or delaying the progress of the regular construction. It

should be made in such thicknesses that the full amount of insulation

required can be erected in a single layer.

2. Structural Strength—The material should be strong enough to

be easily handled and erected, and to stay permanently where it is put Strength

without cracking, loosening, or settling.

3. Stability—It is essential that any insulating material built

into the construction have no appreciable expansion or contraction,

and should not buckle or swell after being erected; otherwise serious

damage is sure to result to plaster, trim, or roofing.

4- A Good Base for Plaster—The best place for insulation is on the

inside of the walls and the underside of the rafters or top-floor ceiling Plaster Base
joists. It should, therefore, be capable of taking the plaster direct

without the use of lath, and afford a base that will minimize cracking.

5. Nonabsorption—It should not take up or retain moisture; other-

wise it will lose its insulating efficiency (water being an excellent

heat conductor), and become a source of mold and decay, damaging to

the material itself as well as to the plaster and the construction against

which it is erected.

6. Fire Safe—It need not necessarily be absolutely fire-proof, but

it should be slow burning, difficult to ignite, and incapable of smolder-

ing or of carrying fire.

7. Vermin-Proof—It must provide no harboring places for rats,

mice, insects, etc.

8. Reasonable in Cost—The slightly higher net cost of the insu-

lated house should be no more than will be easily repaid by the a Good
annual saving in heating cost. In other words, the investment should Investment
be a good one from the financial standpoint as well as from that of

added comfort and satisfaction.

Sanitary and
Safe

Armstrong's Corkboard Insulation

For more than 20 years Armstrong's Corkboard has been used in

the construction of industrial and commercial buildings in which
insulation is necessary for protection against differences in temperature.

Every year many millions of board feet of Armstrong's Corkboard go
into the building of cold storage houses and rooms, refrigerators, tanks,

on the roofs of industrial buildings to reduce heat transmission and to

prevent condensation, and into the walls and roofs of residences.

Armstrong's Corkboard is made of granules of pure cork carefully

screened free of all dust and foreign matter. The granulated cork is
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Size and
Weight

compressed in molds and subjected to a baking process which liquefies
the natural gum and so cements the granules into a solid mass. It

contains no foreign binder. The corkboard comes from the molds in
sheets which are trimmed to a uniform width of 12 inches and to
lengths of 32 and 36 inches. Armstrong's Corkboard is supplied in

1,13^> 2, 3, 4 and 6-inch thicknesses. The thicker boards are used in
cold storage insulation, V/% and 2 inches being the thickness most used
in house insulation.

Armstrong's Corkboard weighs less than one pound per board
foot. It is very easily handled and can be readily cut with a saw or
shaped with a knife. Its surface is filled with innumerable irregular
depressions which serve as excellent keys for plaster so that no lath
need be used with corkboard.

Insulating Value

The low heat transmission through Armstrong's Corkboard has
already been shown in the table on page y Inasmuch as insulation
is almost always used in a building in combination with other mate-
rials, it will be of more practical interest to observe the heat-retarding
effect of Armstrong's Corkboard when added to standard construction
as shown in the following table:

WALL CONSTRUCTION

Transmission in B. t. u.

per sq. ft. per hour, per

deg. Fahrenheit differ-

ence in temp, without
insulation

Transmission in B. t. u.

per sq. ft. per hour, per

deg. difference in temp,
insulated with 1 \4 in.

of Armstrong's
Corkboard"

6-inch hollow tile plastered both sides .... 0.28 0.12

6-inch concrete. 0.35 0.13

8-inch brick, furring, lath and plaster 0.21 0.10

4-inch brick, sheathing, studding, lath and
plaster

0.21 0.10

Clapboards, sheathing, studding, lath and
plaster

0.23 0.11

Stucco, studding, lath and plaster 0.29 1~>

ROOF CONSTRUCTION
Insulated with 2 inches

of Armstrong's
Corkboard"

Slate and sheathing : 0.42 0.11

Shingles and sheathing 0.35 0.11

It will be noted that the insulation reduces the heat transmission
through the wall or roof to a half, or a third, or in some cases even
less, of that through uninsulated construction.
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In the home of Mr. G. A. C. Halff, San Antonio, Texas, 1%-inch Armstrongs

Corkboard is erected in Portland cement against the brick walls

and 2-inch nailed to the ceiling joists.

G. C. Holder, contractor

Structural Properties

Armstrong' s Corkboard Is a Firm, Rigid Board with ample structural

strength. It will not break away from the construction and cannot

settle, buckle, or swell. It neither expands nor contracts, nor does

it in any way change in form or lose in strength no matter how long

it may remain in place.

Armstrong s Corkboard Is Easy to Install. (See detailed instructions

on pages 21 to 29). The use of Armstrong's Corkboard as insulation

involves no change whatever in house construction except increasing

the depth of window and door frames in exterior walls by the thickness

of the insulation. This is so small an item as to be almost negligible.

Armstrong's Corkboard is usually erected on the inside of the

exterior walls and on the underside of either the rafters or second floor

ceiling joists. Where stucco finish is to be used, Armstrong's Cork-

board may be applied on the outside of the walls and the stucco applied

directly on the corkboard in the case of magnesite, or over metal lath

when Portland cement stucco is used. Against studding, rafters or

joists, the sheets of corkboard are simply nailed in place. Against

brick, tile, stone, or concrete, they are erected in Portland cement
mortar, without the use of furring strips. No lath need be used on

[9]
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Living room in the home of Mr. F. J. Rome, Chagrin Falls, Ohio.

Mr. Rowe is a contractor and used Armstrong's

Corkboard to insulate his own home

Single Layer

Erection

Nonabsorhent

of Moisture

corkboard surfaces to be plastered, standard plasters being applied

directly on the cork. (See page 24).

Armstrong's Corkboard being erected in cement mortar directly

against brick, tile, concrete, and stone walls does away entirely with
the necessity of furring out for an air space. The air space is not needed

either as a moisture stop or as insulation, the corkboard providing for

both and effecting a considerable saving in both the labor and material

required for furring.

Armstrong s Corkboard Is Made in Different Thicknesses. From the

structural and labor cost standpoints it is important that the full

thickness of insulation be erected in a single layer. This can be done
with Armstrong's Corkboard, thereby insuring minimum labor cost,

since Armstrong's Corkboard is made 1, lV?, 2 and 3 inches thick for

house insulation.

Armstrong s Corkboard Is Nonabsorbent of Moisture. Built into the

walls and roof, it remains perfectly dry and free from rot and mold.

It affords an effective barrier against the penetration of moisture from
outside the building. This matter of moisture absorption is one of

the most important to be considered in connection with house in-

sulation.

At this point it is well to examine a very vital difference between

the cellular type of insulation, such as corkboard, and the fibrous class
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which includes almost all other insulators. Fibrous insulations of all

kinds have one characteristic which is inherent in their fibrous struc-

ture and inseparable from it, namely, capillarity—a rather technical
term for a very common property. It means the natural tendency of
any material made up of fibers to "draw in" or absorb moisture in the
manner of a lampwick. This tendency is extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to overcome, various methods of moisture-proofing having
been tried with indifferent success except for temporary effect.

Cork, on the other hand, is cellular, not fibrous. It has no capil-

larity and no tendency to absorb moisture. Therefore, it does not
decay, or mold, or disintegrate structurally. It is because of this

structural permanence, in addition to its very high heat retarding
value, that cork, in its manufactured form of corkboard, has come to

be generally recognized as the most efficient, durable, and economical
insulation.

The specifications of the United States Navy require all insulation

used to withstand boiling for three hours at atmospheric pressure

without going to pieces and without expanding more than 2% in any
direction. Try this test yourself on Armstrong's Corkboard and any
other type of insulation and draw your own conclusions. Armstrong's
Corkboard will be found dry inside. It is the only insulation that
keeps itself dry. Of course, no insulation will be subjected in use to

such a condition; the test is designed to concentrate in a short time
moisture conditions that ordinarily would extend over a long period.

Armstrong s Corkboard Does Not Buckle or Swell. Armstrong's Cork-
board has no appreciable expansion or contraction and is so thoroughly
moistureproof that it does not swell or buckle after being installed.

It is not necessary to make any allowance in the joints for movement
or change of shape or size. The joints are laid tight and remain exactly
as laid, not opening up by contraction or bulging by expansion.

This characteristic of Armstrong's Corkboard is very important.
Any material that "comes and goes" with changes in temperature or
humidity is almost certain to do considerable damage to plaster and
trim if not to the construction itself. Armstrong's Corkboard can be
erected on walls or ceilings with the complete assurance of its stability.

Armstrong s Corkboard Is Fire Safe. It is an exceedingly slow burning
material which does not smolder or carry fire. Flame in contact with
corkboard produces a surface charring—a noninflammable coating

—

which serves effectually to check the spread of fire.

To prove that Armstrong's Corkboard is "slow burning" and a

positive fire retardant, and to demonstrate its superiority over other
materials in this respect, it is only necessary to make a simple test

similar to that recently performed in the Company's laboratory.

Samples of Armstrong's Corkboard and various other materials, 12 x 16

inches in size, were nailed against frames consisting of wooden uprights
with feet attached to keep them in a vertical position. One inch was
taken as the standard unit of thickness and those materials which

[11]
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A Good Key
for Plaster

measured less than this were put up in layers, making all samples

tested approximately the same thickness.

A gas blast supplied the heat, enough air being used to produce a

hot, non-luminous flame six inches long when burning free. The
burner was elevated somewhat and the burner tip was placed two and

one-half inches from the face of the sample.

The flame of the burner was allowed to play against the surface

of each panel until it was burned through. The flame was then

removed and the further performance of the sample (whether it burned,

smoldered or went out) was also noted. The results of these tests are

as follows:

Fire Test

Sample
No.

J

Number
Nature of Material of

1 Layers

Total

Thickness

Time required

to burn
through

Performance
after flame

was removed

1 Armstrong's Corkboard 1 1-inch 55 min. Fire went out

2

Sugar cane fibre

compressed in

board form
2 J^-inch 27 min.

Burned until

completely
consumed

3

Eel-grass felted between

heavy paper

shea things

4 1-inch 2M min. Fire went out

4

Wood pulp felted

between heavy
paper sheathings

2 1-inch 4 min. Fire went out

5

Semi-rigid

felted vegetable

fibre

1 1-inch 11 min.

Burned until

completely

consumed

6

Cattle hair quilted

between heavy-

paper sheathings

2 1-inch 114 min.

Burned until

partly

consumed

7

Vegetable fibre quilted

between paper

sheathings

2 1-inch 2 lA min

.

Burned until

completely

consumed

8

Semi-rigid

felted vegetable

fibre

2 1-inch 8 min.

Burned until

completely
consumed

Note that it required 55 minutes for the flame to penetrate an inch

of Armstrong's Corkboard and that the fire went out at once and

did not smolder or spread beyond the point of contact. The next

most resistant material required only half the time for penetration

and then kept on burning until consumed completely.

Armstrong s Corkboard Is an Excellent Plaster Base. This statement

is not based on theory, but on actual experience. For more than 20

years, Armstrong's Corkboard has been used in cold storage construc-

tion on walls and ceilings and finished wTith plaster. That is standard

[12]



Plastering directly on VI2-inch Armstrong's Corkboard without lath in the

home of Mr. A. M. Lowenthal, Rochester, N. Y.

John Tensen, contractor

cold storage construction, and no architect, engineer, or contractor

on this class of work ever even considers applying plaster other than

directly on the corkboard.

The myriads of irregular indentations on the surface of Armstrong's

Corkboard afford an excellent key for the plaster.

In order to determine the strength of the bond between plaster and

Armstrong's Corkboard, the following test was made: Pieces of Arm-
strong's Corkboard, six inches square and one inch thick, were bonded

together with one part of gypsum plaster and two parts sand, by volume.

After being allowed to dry, the strength of the bond was determined

by pulling the pieces of corkboard apart in an Olsen testing machine.

The results were as follows

:

Plaster Bond
Tests

Gypsum Plaster

Sample Number Pounds pull required to break bond

1

2

3

Average

210.0
208.0
220.0

212.66
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Portland Cement Plaster

Similar test pieces bonded with Portland cement and sand instead
of gypsum plaster and sand performed as follows:

Sample Number Pounds pull required to break bond

1 145.0
2 130.0
3 135.0

Average 136.66

Gypsum Plaster

Using one part of gypsum plaster and two parts of sand by weight
showed :

Sample Number Pounds pull required to break bond

370

Portland Cement Plaster

Using Portland cement and sand in the same proportions bv weight
gave

:

Sample Number Pounds pull required to break bond

297

All of these tests show conclusively that the bond between house
plaster and Armstrong's Corkboard is well-nigh perfect; furthermore,
that it is stronger than with Portland cement plaster, which has given
satisfactory service for years.

Another advantage of plastering directly on corkboard is that the
plaster dries from one side only and therefore much more slowly than
when applied on lath and with less liability to cracking.

There is also a considerable saving of material when plaster is

applied on corkboard. A very small amount is needed to form the
Less Plaster key and °^ course none at all goes through, as in the case of wood or

Needed metal lath. The amount of this saving depends upon plastering
practice and may be from 10% to 30% or even more.

The Results of Insulation

The effect of lining walls and roof with Armstrong's Cork-
board is primarily to increase their resistance to the passage of heat in
or out so that much more of the heat delivered from registers or radi-
ators stays inside the house, and less of the outside heat of summer
penetrates to the living quarters.

[14]



Another view of a contractor s own home, showing Armstrong s Corkboarcl

on the walls and ceiling. Mr. F. J. Kowe,

Chagrin Falls, Ohio

As a result, the cork-insulated house is so much easier to heat that

it can be kept comfortably warm with appreciably less fuel, and with Easier to Heat
a heating plant considerably smaller than the house would require if

it were not insulated.

The builder, unless he is going to live in the house, is not directly

concerned with the ease and economy of heating except that he

naturally takes pride in building such a house. But with the size of

the plant he is much concerned, for that is an item of construction cost

on which he can make a very material saving.

The average heating plant is figured for a house of average, that

is uninsulated, construction, from which 55% of the heat is lost

through the walls and roof. (See page 4). But an adequate thickness

of Armstrong's Corkboard on the walls and roof lessens that loss by

about 60%, "a net saving of about a third (60% of 55% =33%).
Obviously if less heat is lost, less is needed and it is perfectly safe and

practical to install a smaller plant and guarantee the results.

That this is not guesswork, but amply substantiated by experience

is evidenced bv the following letter from Dr. J. W. W. Walker, Auburn,

N. Y., written December 18, 1925:

"Since the installation of Armstrong's Corkboard in my residence last

fall, the boiler has maintained such an even temperature throughout the

house, and we have been so comfortable during this severe early winter, that

I feel certain specific data will be of interest.

[15]
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Mr. H. W . Prentis, Jr., Lancaster, Pa., used 2-inch Armstrong s Corkboard

erected in Portland cement mortar against the walls of bis

new home, and nailed to the ceiling joists.

H. L. Wiant, contractor

Dr. Walker's

Experience

"The residence is a large country house of thirteen rooms capacity,

remodeled from an eight-room structure, and is located on a rise of ground

on the edge of town where the wind has full sweep over the fields.

"Under ordinary construction, 825 square feet of radiation would have

been necessary, whereas 5673-4 square feet were installed—or a reduction of

approximately 31-2
(

.

Later, December 28, 1925, Dr. Walker wrote as follows:

"It may be of interest to you to read the enclosed newspaper clipping in

today's Citizen, stating that yesterday was the coldest [December 27] on

record in Auburn: the temperature was 10° below zero accompanied by a

50-mile gale of wind. It will be further of interest to know that my house

was perfectlv comfortable, maintaining an average temperature of 72°

throughout the house.

"I feel this is as good a test as could be desired by anyone. Thanks to

Armstrong's Corkboard, my house is all that can be desired from the stand-

point of warmth.'*

The Comfort Factor

A builder is known by the houses he builds, that is, by the satis-

faction their owners get from them; and satisfaction with a house is

compounded oi comfort and economy. A lining of Armstrong's Cork-

board not only enables a house to be heated with much less fuel than

would otherwise be needed, but it also in many ways enhances its

liveability.

[16]



In the first place such a house can be uniformly heated. In most
houses there is a "cold side," or one or more rooms that are "hard to
heat"; there is even a wide variation in the temperature in different

parts of a room. In the cork-lined house, the heat loss through the
exterior surfaces is so slight that the warmth becomes evenly distrib-

uted and remains so. There is no marked difference between upstairs
and downstairs, between north side and south side. The whole house
is comfortable—living room, dining room, bedrooms, or attic.

Second, the cork-lined house stays warm overnight; the insulation
holds in the heat. Of course bedrooms that are opened at night get
cold, but when they are closed in the morning and the heat turned on
they warm up in a fraction of the time required in an uninsulated house.
The "heat response" of the cork-lined house is very rapid. The tem-
perature comes up quickly because practically none of the heat is lost

through the construction.

Third, the cork-lined house is much freer from drafts. Draftiness
is largely due to cold walls and ceilings. Warm air coming in contact
with them is chilled quickly and falls, setting up a circulation quite
noticeable in large rooms and particularly in halls and stairways where
all the chilled air from upstairs pours down to the lower floor. Where
the walls are warm, as they are when lined with Armstrong's Cork-
board, the cooling of the air is much less rapid, and circulation and
draftiness greatly reduced. As a result the house is not only more
comfortable, but much more healthful.

Fourth, the cork-lined house is quieter, and drier. Armstrong's
Corkboard is a sound-deadener and its use in walls and roof shuts out
sounds from the street and neighboring houses. Used in partitions it

isolates each room and affords a privacy not possible with partitions
as ordinarily built.

Armstrong's Corkboard is nonabsorbent and virtually imperme-
able to moisture. Walls in which it is used will always be perfectly dry.

Dampness on the inside of walls is a common occurrence, and most
people have the idea that it comes through the wall from outside.
Sometimes it does, but not usually. In most cases, it is caused by
condensation. The wall is cold and the warm air, chilled by contact
with it, deposits its moisture on the surface. Corkboard insulation
retains the heat and keeps the wall from becoming cold enough to
permit condensation and so prevents this troublesome condition.

Uniform
Heating

Heats Up
Quickly

Less Drafts

Deadens
Sound

Dry Walls

Cool in Summer

In summer, conditions are reversed. The higher temperature is

outside and the effect of the insulation is to retard the passage of heat
inward through the construction.

The cork-lined house is many degrees cooler. This is especially
true of the upper floors because of the protection afforded by the insu-
lation on the roof or top-floor ceiling. In uninsulated houses, most of
the heat comes in through the roof, it being usually of light construc-
tion and exposed all day to the direct rays of the sun. Shut out this

[17]
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Importance of

Using Enough
Insulation

Most
Insulation

Too Thin

Adds Little

to Cost

heat with Armstrong's Corkboard and the attic becomes available for

pleasant spare rooms, play rooms, or maids' quarters. In the cork-

lined house the upstairs is as comfortable as downstairs, and tempera-

tures throughout the house are noticeably lower than in other houses,

no matter how well built, which lack the advantage of heat-proofed

walls and roofs.

The Thickness to Use

How thick should insulation be? All sorts of materials are

offered as "insulation" and all sorts of claims are made for their

efficiency, apparently without reference to their thickness. It is no

wonder that there is confusion in the minds of many builders as to just

what constitutes insulation. But it must be remembered that the heat-

retarding value of any material is, practically speaking, in direct pro-

portion m its thickness. It is not sufficient that there be insulation;

there must be enough insulation to afford the degree of protection that,

in terms of comfort and fuel saved, will justify its cost.

The thickness of insulation which will effect the desired results

and at the same time make the maximum economic return on the

investment depends somewhat on climatic conditions and upon the

construction with which it is to be used. In general, however, it

may be stated that one and a half inches of Armstrong's Corkboard

should be used on exterior walls and two inches on the roof or top

floor ceiling. To use less, except where unusual conditions may justify

a slight reduction in thickness, is to forego much of the benefit of

adequate insulation without making a proportionate saving in cost.

These recommendations as to thickness are based on this Com-
pany's experience of over 20 years with insulation for almost

every conceivable condition and are designed to afford the home
builder the maximum value for the lowest practicable cost.

In considering insulating materials recommended in thin sheets,

the home builder should bear in mind that the actual benefits of insu-

lation are, practically speaking, in proportion to the thickness used,

and that no material has a heat retarding value sufficiently high to

justify its use in less than one-inch thickness. Furthermore, in order to

get the true relation between insulating value and cost, all comparisons with

other insulating materials should be made on the basis of equal thickness.

Armstrong's Corkboard Is Not Expensive

Because of the dominant position which Armstrong's Corkboard

has held for many years in the insulation field, most people know it as

the best insulation made and for that reason seem to expect it to be

the most expensive. This is not the case. Armstrong's Corkboard

is not expensive, and insulation with Armstrong's Corkboard is easily

within the cost limits of every house that is worth building well.

This statement could be supported by citing the insulation costs

for specific houses, but such figures would have little value for general

application. It may be stated, however, that insulating the walls

and roof with Armstrong's Corkboard need not increase the expense

18
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Erecting Armstrong s Corkbourd on the outside for stucco finish. Residence

of Mr. H. B. Hand, Rutherford, N. J\
E. Anderson Construction Co., contractors

of building by more than from 3% to 5%. Costs vary, of course, in

different types of buildings and in different localities. However, the
analysis of insulation costs in many houses shows these figures to be
conservative. In some instances, the amount is less than 3% and,
occasionally, a little more than 5%. But in any case, it is a compara-
tively small amount and almost any reasonable home owner is willing
to invest at least that much for the assurance of such comfort and
satisfaction as cork insulation makes possible in his home; especially
since the initial cost will be completely canceled by the fuel savings
of a very few heating seasons.

Insulation for Apartment Houses

In principle, the purpose and method of insulating apartment
houses are much the same as for detached residences, that is, increase
of comfort in all seasons, and economy in winter heating. There are
some different aspects, however, to which attention should be called.

As could be expected, the effects of insulation are much more
noticeable on the top floor than on the lower floors. Intermediate
floors are, in a way, "insulated" above and below by the other apart-
ments over and under them. Only the walls are exposed and, therefore,
benefited by insulation. But the top floor is a different case, having
the exposure of the entire roof area as well as of the exterior walls.

[19]
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Insulation a

Great

Advantage

Top floors are notoriously harder to rent and to keep continuously

occupied; usually they command a lower rental than the other floors.

Everyone knows why : They are harder to heat in winter and are very

much hotter in summer, and this condition is due almost entirely to

the rapid travel of heat, out or in, through the roof.

Adequate insulation of an apartment house, particularly of the

roof, not only affords all the advantages set forth under the discussion

of house insulation, but makes the top-floor apartments as easy to

heat and every bit as comfortable and desirable as the lower floors.

They will be no hotter in summer and just as warm in winter as the

other apartments, and, therefore, have the same rental value.

Furthermore, the use of insulation makes flat-roof construction

practicable without any loft space between the top-floor ceilings and

the roof proper, and the elimination of this waste space greatly reduces

the cost of construction.

Exterior walls of apartment houses are insulated like the walls of

detached houses. Roofs, however, are usually handled differently,

the corkboard being laid on top of the roof deck and covered in the

regular way with standard roofing. (See "Instructions", page 24).

Naturally, the labor cost of laying roof insulation in this way is con-

siderably less than when applied on the underside. The application

of Armstrong's Corkboard on roofs is also greatly simplified by the

fact that the full amount of insulation required can be applied in a

single thickness and with one operation instead of being built up in

successive layers as is necessary with those insulating materials which

are supplied only in thin sheets.

Makes Quiet

Rooms

Sound Deadening

Aside from its value as heat insulation, Armstrong's Corkboard

can be very advantageously used for sound deadening the partition

walls and floors of apartment buildings.

One of the commonest complaints of tenants is the lack of privacy

and the disturbance caused by the "people next door," or above, or

below. And yet these people may not be unduly noisy. They are

well within their rights when they laugh and sing, and operate phono-

graphs and radios. These are normal human activities inseparable

from social life, and buildings in which many families are housed

should be built to allow for them, that is with walls and floors as

nearly soundproof as it is practicable to make them.

Armstrong's Corkboard, because of its excellent sound absorbing

quality, together with the structural properties already described,

makes an ideal material for this purpose. It can be built into walls

and partitions in such a way as to render them almost impervious to

ordinary sounds, and so to insure a degree of privacy and freedom from

disturbance that is one of the strongest factors in making apartments

desirable and tenants satisfied.
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Instructions for Erecting Armstrong's Corkboard

General

Furring must be attached to brick, tile, stone and concrete walls

to which plaster grounds and base boards are to be nailed. This fur-

ring should be of such thickness as to come flush with the face of the

corkboard when erected on the wall, and may be fastened to the wall

by wall plugs, nailing into the mortar joint, or other standard method
of attachment.

End joists must be kept out from the walls one inch further than
the thickness of the corkboard so that the insulation can be run up
the walls behind them. Cross bridging and flooring should also be

kept out the same distance from the walls.

Inside wall surfaces against which the corkboard is to be applied

should be reasonably straight and clean. Rough stone walls should

be trued up with
cement m or t al-

so as to present

a fairly even
surface.
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Armstrong s

Corkboard is

erected on ma-
sonry walls by
applying a half-

inch thickness
of Portland ce-

ment mortar
(one part ce-

ment, two parts

sand) on the corkboard. This can be easily and quicky done by the use

of a spreading box (Figure 1) or a mortar board (Figure 2).

Either of these contrivances spreads an even half-inch of mortar

on the back of the corkboard. Do not get mortar on edges or ends.

Mix mortar fairly stiff.

Fig.l
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Fig. 2
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No. 1

On Brick, Tile, Stone, or Concrete Walls

Erect the first row of corkboard on the wall at the top of founda-

tion line and continue the length of the wall. Keep the boards in

alignment so that the joints in the upper rows will be close and tight.

Hold each board in place for a moment until the cement takes hold.

Butt each board tightly against adjoining boards. Use no mortar

in the joints.

Start the second row with a half-length board, the third with a

full-length and so on. In this way the vertical joints will be stag-

gered. Butt the corkboards tightly against all door and window

frames and around all outlets. Run the insulation continuously up

the walls behind the joists and fitted between the ends of the joists.

Finish the exposed surface of the corkboard in accordance with

the plastering specification, applied directly on the corkboard without

lath. Use the regular wood plaster grounds nailed to the furring.

Note—In ordering window and door frames, take into consideration

the extra thickness of the walls due to the insulation. See to it also that

plumbing and electrical contractors place their outlets and fixtures in

accordance with the extra wall thickness. Conduits should be set flush

in the walls so that the insulation can be applied over them without

cutting out the corkboard.

No. 2

On Frame or Brick Veneer Walls

If studs are spaced on 16-inch centers, use Armstrong's Corkboard

32 inches long; if on 18-inch centers, 36 inches long. Start at top of

foundation line and continue with additional rows, breaking vertical

joints by starting alternate rows with half-length boards as explained

in Number 1, butting all joints tightly.

Nail the corkboards to the studs, using nails one inch longer than

the thickness of the corkboard, nine nails to the board, three at each

end and three in the middle.

Finish the exposed surface of the corkboard in accordance with

the plastering specification.

No. 3

On Stucco Finished Frame Walls*

Frame and sheath the studs in the usual manner and erect the

corkboard against the sheathing as directed in Instruction Number 2

for frame and brick veneer walls.

e

*Note—It is recommended that wherever possible the insulation be

applied inside the walls. In existing buildings, it is not always practicable

to do this, in which case the insulation may be put on the outside with

stucco finish.
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Nailing Vj2-inch Armstrong s Corkboard to the studding in the brick-veneer home

of Dr. Frank Goebring, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Magnesite Stucco—Apply magnesite stucco directly against the

exposed surface of the corkboard, without lath, following the manu-
facturer's specification for application over lath.

Portland Cement Stucco—Apply Portland cement stucco using metal
lath over the corkboard and following the stucco manufacturer's
specifications. The metal lath must be nailed solidly to the sheathing
through the corkboard.

No. 4

On Frame Ceilings or Roofs

Joists or rafters should be evenly spaced on 16- or 18-inch centers.

Use 32- or 36-inch corkboards according to the spacing. Start the first

row of corkboard at right angle to the run of the joists or rafters,

butting the edges tightly against the insulation on the wall. Nail
each corkboard securely in place using nails one inch longer than the

thickness of the corkboard, nine nails to the board, three at each end
and three in the middle. Butt all joints tightly. Continue with sub-

sequent rows, breaking the joints by starting alternate rows with
half-length corkboards. The ceiling or roof insulation must make
close contact with the insulation on all walls which should be run

up to meet it.

Fit the corkboard closely at all corners and angles and around all

dormers, chimneys and outlets.
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How the walls of a bouse already built are insulated. One

and one- half-inch Armstrong s Corkboard is being

erected over the siding to be finished with

stucco. Residence of Air. Henry

Dreuding, Elkins Park, Pa.

Finish the ex-

posed surface of

the corkboard in

accordance with
the plastering
specifications, ap-

plying directly on
the corkboard
without lath.

In unfinished
attics or roof
spaces, the insula-

tion on the under-

side of the roof

may be plastered

or left without
finish as desired.

In unfinished
attics or roof
spaces of existing

buildings where
it is not desired

to disturb the
ceiling plaster,

the corkboard
may be laid on
top of the ceiling

joists, secured by
nailing, and left

without finish if

the space is not

to be used.

No. 5

Plaster Finish on Corkboard

Any standard type of interior house plaster may be used. Apply

the scratch coat directly on the corkboard, without lath, exactly as

you would apply it over lath. No extra precautions are necessary

and no special troweling. Finish coats are applied in the usual way.

No. 6

On Top of Roof Decks

The roof deck must be left reasonably smooth and true and must

be cleaned of all loose dirt and refuse before laying the corkboard.

On a concrete deck, flood a small area with hot asphalt (or pitch).

Start along one edge and lay the corkboards by sliding them along

in the hot'asphalt and butting tightly against adjoining boards. This

[24]



forces enough asphalt into the joints to seal them tightly. Break the
short joints by starting alternate rows with half-length boards.

On inclined surfaces, mop the surfaces first with hot asphalt.
Vertical surfaces should be painted with asphaltic paint instead of
mopped. Then dip one face and two edges of the corkboard in hot
asphalt and lay the board in position. Hold for a moment until the
asphalt cools and adheres.

On a wood deck where built-up roofing is to be used over the cork-
board, lay the corkboards without asphalt, nailing in place with six-

nails to the board, using nails one inch longer than the thickness
of the corkboard.

On a wood deck for finished roof of shingles, slate or tile, lay the
corkboard as specified in the preceding paragraph. Two by one inch
nailing strips should then be laid on the corkboard on such centers
as the nature of the roofing may require, and securely nailed through
the corkboard to the roof boarding.

Built-up Roofing—Lay the roofing directly on top of the corkboard
in hot asphalt (or pitch) in accordance with regular roofing methods.
The roofing must follow the laying of the corkboard as" closely as
possible, the application of both going forward at the same time.

Shingle, Slate or Tile Roofing—Lay the roofing by nailing in the
usual manner to the nailing strips in place on the corkboard.

Note—Do not leave any insulated roof area exposed over night. If

the insulation cannot be covered the same day as laid, the insulation must
be covered temporarily to protect it from the elements.

Insulating the top of a roof deck with Armstrongs Corkboard

laid in hot asphalt
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Installation Details for Armstrong s Corkboard

Frame Construction
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Typical Details and Methods of Installation for

Armstrong's Corkboard in Dwellings

(Key to Details shown on page 22—Figs. 3 and 4.)

(1) Roof Insulation—Armstrong's Corkboard nailed to under side
of rafters—plaster may be omitted in unfinished attic spaces. This
insulation may be omitted if attic is unfinished and top story is insu-
lated as at (2).

(2) Top Story Ceiling Insulation—Armstrong's Corkboard nailed
to ceiling joists forming plaster base. This insulation may be omitted
if roof and attic ceiling are insulated as at (1) and (10).

(3) Wall Insulation—Armstrong's Corkboard nailed to inside
face of studs forming plaster base. Plaster grounds for interior wood
trim are nailed through the corkboard with nails sufficiently long to
penetrate 1" into the studs.

(4) Corkboard cut in and fitted tight between joist and rafters to
maintain continuity of insulation—vital points often neglected.

(5) Rafter Plate.

(6) Ribbon.

(7) Fire Stops.

(8) Masonry beam fill above basement wall—assists materially in
reducing heat loss.

(9) Continuous sheet of waterproof building paper over sheath-
ing, roof boarding and corkboard—prevents wind driven air leakage.
Flash thoroughly with paper around window and door openings.

(10) Roof Insulation—Corkboard nailed over roof boards. Tack a
lath over each rafter (approximately 16" O. C.) to the corkboard (over
waterproof paper). Over the lath, nail 1" x 2" furring strips spaced
to take the nails of wood shingles, slate or tile. The nails securing
furring strips must be of sufficient length to pass through the lath and
cork and penetrate into the roof boards one inch (1"). The lath pre-
vents decay of furring strips. This method is adapted to alteration work.

Omit roof insulation if attic is unfinished and top story ceiling is

insulated as at (2).

(11) Wall Insulation — Armstrong's Corkboard nailed over
sheathing. This method is adapted to alteration work.

(12) Portland cement stucco on metal lath applied over furring.
Furring strips (I" x 2") are applied over corkboard and paper with
nails sufficiently long to pass through the corkboard and penetrate the
sheathing one inch (l'Q. Furring may be omitted and self centering
metal lath substituted, secured as specified for the furring strips.

Magnesite stucco may be applied directly to the corkboard surface.
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Fig. 6

Installation Details for Armstrong s Corkboard

Masonry Construction
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Typical Details and Methods of Installation for

Armstrong's Corkboard in Dwellings

(Key to Details shown on page 24—Figs. 5 and 6.)

(1) Roof Insulation—Armstrong's Corkboard nailed over roof
boards. Any standard built up roofing may be applied directly to the
corkboard under the same specification as required over a concrete slab.

This insulation may be omitted if top story ceiling is insulated as
at (3).

(2) Attic or Roof Space Wall Insulation—Armstrong's Corkboard
applied to masonry in a y2 " backing of Portland cement mortar.
Required if roof is insulated—may be omitted if roof is not insulated
and top story ceiling is insulated as at (3). No plaster is required over
the corkboard in unfinished portions of the building.

(3) Top Story Ceiling Insulation—Armstrong's Corkboard nailed
to ceiling joists forming plaster base. This insulation may be omitted
if roof is insulated.

(4) Wall Insulation—Armstrong's Corkboard applied to masonry
in a y2 !t backing of Portland cement mortar. The corkboard forms a
plaster base.

(5) Rough grounds secured to masonry with face flush with in-

terior corkboard surface. These form nailing for plaster grounds to
receive wood trim. Wood soldiers or blocks should not be built into
exterior masonry walls to form nailing members. Rough grounds
should be substantially and permanently secured to the masonry in
any of the standard methods of attachment best adapted to the con-
struction (expansion or toggle bolts—metal wall plugs, etc.).

(6) Corkboard cut in and fitted tight between joists—vital points
often neglected.

(7) Roof Insulation—Armstrong's Corkboard applied over con-
crete slab in hot pitch or asphalt mopping. Finished roofing over
corkboard applied as described in (l). (Corkboard may be applied in
similar manner over any type of fireproof construction.)

Note—Use special care to maintain continuity of insulation at

exterior window reveals and at doors.

Note—For fireproof pitched roofs covered with slate or tile, apply
corkboard and roofing as at 10, page 22 (assuming the same provisions
for nailing of finished roofing as would exist were corkboard not installed.)
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Service Details

Armstrong's Corkboard is manufactured in boards 12 inches wide,

32 and 36 inches long, and 1, 134 2, and 3 inches thick. It is packed

and shipped in strong fiber cartons containing 54 board feet each of

36-inch lengths or 51 board feet of 32-inch lengths; that is, 12 boards

of 1 34-inch or 9 boards of 2-inch. These cartons protect the corkboard

in transit and handling until ready to be used on the job. They are

easily handled and stored, and prevent breakage and wetting.

Armstrong's Corkboard is made in factories at Beaver Falls, Pa.

and Camden, N. J., and is carried in warehouse stocks in the principal

cities of the United States and Canada.

Further Information

More detailed information, samples, estimates of cost, etc., may be

obtained on request from the home office of the Company at Pittsburgh,

or from any of the branches listed below.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company

Twenty-fourth Street & Allegheny River,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

»

Offices

Albany
Atlanta

Birmingham, Ala.

Boston
Buffalo

Denver
Detroit

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Hartford, Conn.
Houston

Charlotte, N. C.

Chicago

Indianapolis

Jacksonville, Fla.

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Kansas City

Louisville, Kv.

Dallas Memphis

Milwaukee
Minneapolis

New York
Omaha
Pittsburgh

Rochester

St. Louis

Tulsa, Okla.

Montreal, Que., Can.

Toronto 2, Ont., Can.

Armstrong Cork Company, Ltd.
Sardinia House, Kingsway, London, W. C 2

England

Representatives

Baltimore John R. Livezev Portland—Gillen-Cole Company

Los Angeles—Gav Engineering Corp. San Francisco—Van Fleet-Freear Co.

New Orleans—H. T. Steffee ' Seattle—D. E. Fryer & Co.

Philadelphia—John R. Livezev Spokane—D. E. Fryer & Co.

Tacoma—D. E. Frver & Co.
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The Armstrong Line

Armstrong's Corkboard—for the insulation of roofs, residences, cold

storage plants, tank cars, etc.

Nonpareil Cork Covering—for all cold lines

Nonpareil High Pressure Covering, Blocks and Cement—for steam

lines, boilers, furnaces, ovens, etc.

Nonpareil and Armstrong's Insulating Brick—for boiler settings,

kilns, furnaces, etc.

Nonpareil Still Insulation—for pressure stills and other refinery

equipment

Armstrong's Nonpareil Machinery Isolation—for deadening
vibration and noise under fans, motors,

machinery, etc.

Armstrong's Cork Tile—for floors in banks, libraries, churches,

offices, etc.

Linotile Floors—for offices, banks, public buildings and halls,

homes, etc.

Circle A Cork Brick—for dairy barns and hog houses

Armstrong's Linoleum—plain, printed, inlaid, linoleum rugs, etc.

Armstrong's Corks—of all descriptions

Korxole—flexible cork innersoling for shoes

Armstrong's Cork Gaskets and Washers—for automobiles and other

machinery

Armstrong's Seamless Cork Cots—for covering textile rolls

Armstrong's Cork Box Toes—for soft toes in shoes

Bungs and Taps Insoles Handles

Carburetor, Oil and Gasoline Floats

Bath and Table Mats

Life Preservers Buoys Yacht Fenders

Cork Specialties of Every Description
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